To The Sponsors
The Turkish Geriatrics Society (TGS), which has been established in 2003, is a national, neutral,
nonprofit organization and it aims to increase the standards in the field of geriatrics and gerontology
including education of the academicians, professionals and public. The society also aims to create or make
contributions for the development of technical, scientific and social facilities and it also cooperates with any
and all related institutions, organizations, foundations and societies from the national and international area
for this purpose. The society does not engage in politics, does not accept the contributions of the political
organizations and does not contribute to these organizations.
Turkish Geriatrics Society is a member of International Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics-IAGG, an
observer member of European Union Geriatric Medicine Society-EUGMS and European Aging PlatformAGE. All the scientidic organizations of TGS are supported by International Institute on Ageing-INIA.
The official scientific journal of the society is Turkish Journal of Geriatrics, which is an open access
journal with over 1000 registered users. It offers unprecedented targeting opportunities to a high quality
audience of researchers, authors, peer reviewers and editorial board members, giving you the perfect backdrop for marketing your products and services.
You can sponsor this society and the journal for a set time period reaching all users of that particular journal
and all scientists in that sub-specialty across the network:




Top/bottom and skyscraper positions taken by your sponsorship messages/advertisements
Demographically target researchers in your sponsored journal field with advertisements across the
network
Sponsor emails reaching researchers in your sponsored journal field

Advertising banners
468 x 60 pixels, 15K in memory, supply as a gif with no more than two loops of animation finishing on one
final frame. We accept most forms of rich media including Flash. We can recommend a design company
that can do this for you at a reasonable rate. Maximum file size 25K.

Text
Top: Three lines of text with 72 characters maximum on each line
Bottom: Nine lines of text with 72 characters maximum on each line including spaces
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Prepare text messages using a text editor. Do not provide Microsoft Word documents
Text URLs must be less than 70 characters

Send a message to this address if you are interested: info@geriatri.org
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